
Dance Movements
Take a step forward with one foot (but not the other foot)
Take a step forward with the other foot
Take a step back with one foot (but not the other foot)
Take a step back with the other foot
(Repeat the previous 4 steps 4 times to “draw a
square” 4 times on the floor for the first 3 lines of the
song)
Hop three times to the left
Hop three times to the right
Turn around slowly
Lift a hand up to your ear to listen
Put a hand above your eyebrows and look around
Dance freestyle
Stretch your arm out to one side and draw a semicircle
in front of you
Play drums with both hands
Play air guitar
Dance four steps to the right
Dance four steps to the left
Look up and point up with your index fingers
Look down and point down with your index fingers
Look right and point right with your index fingers
Look left and point left with your index fingers
REPEAT THE
PREVIOUS 4
GESTURES

Dance four steps to the right
Dance four steps to the left
Wave your arms above your head from side to side
Keep your arms up and clap along with the song
Start with your arms stretched out in front of you and
sweep them open to the sides
Clap along with the song

Song Lyrics

First you
take
four
steps
Then you take more steps
Make a square on the floor

Hop to your left
Hop to your right
Turn around slowly now
Listen to the drums
And look around
People are dancing
All over town

Hear that drumming
Guitar strumming
Dance to your right
And dance to your left
Up,
down,
right,
left
Your
hands,
your
head
Dance to your right
And dance to your left
Wave and clap your
hands
Everyone clap your

hands
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